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                          Looking to rent or buy an ice maker?

The Hoshizaki range we provide has outstanding levels of reliability, build quality and performance. We can also offer the Maidaid range and Whirlpool ice makers, all of which our engineers are trained on and carry a range of spares for.

Hoshizaki is widely considered to be one of the world’s leading manufacturers of ice machines and is committed to providing an outstanding level of reliability and performance to ensure customers can depend on them season after season, year after year.

The range encompasses many machines that make different types of ice for different users across a wide span of industry sectors. However, all the machines bear the unique hallmark of quality that is associated with Hoshizaki.

We offer the full range of Hoshizaki ice makers, although the Maidaid Halcyon is a good quality alternative.
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			We can deliver to UK Mainland. Call us on 01493 743969.
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					BW Refrigeration and Air Conditioning Ltd are approved authorised suppliers and service providers to McDonald’s Restaurants UK
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